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W-The electronic spectrum of the benzofurazan-N-oxide and its - OR. --NH, and - Cl 5- 
substituted derivatives has been calculated on the assumption that their structure should be on a charge- 
transfer ion pair (benzofurazane)+-O-. The agreement with the observed spectrum is very satisfactory; 
the first absorption band is assigned to an internal charge-transfer transition and the second band to a 
R -+ R* transition. 

The. prediction of the more stable isomeric structure, based on the r-electron energy difference between 
l-oxo- and 3-oxo-S-substituted bcnzofurazms, gives results opposite to the observations reported for 
-0Me and -Cl derivatives. Possible reasons of this failure are discussed. 

IT HAS recently been established ’ * ’ that benzofuroxans (benzofurazan N-oxides) 
rearrange in solution by opening of the furazan ring at the N- -0- --N pair of bonds’ 
and subsequent closure. The two isomeric forms* exist in equilibrium and the activa- 
tion energy ofthis process is between 13 and 15 Kcal/mole:‘-3 
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When a substitueat is present in the benzenoid ring, the A # B equilibrium refers to 
two different isomers, and one purpose of the work was to predict which would pre- 
dominate. Another reason for studying these isomers was to calculate the spectral 
shift resulting from the structure change and to determine whether the reported 
spectra4 had been affected by the mixture of two isomeric forms. Finally, it should be 
possible to evaluate the influence of substitution on the benzofuroxan system and to 

t Permanent address: Facukad de Quimica, Universidad de la Republica. Montevideo, Uruguay. 

l There is an ambiguity in the literature concerning the isomeric structure, involved m this process, 
because the chemical name of benzofuroxan doea not identify the position of the N-oxide group. When a 
fixed numbering for benzofuroxan is adopted A can be, and is, r~ported’-~ aa, e.g. 5- or Cbcnzofuroxan 
depending on which N atom is given the number 1. 

The ambiguity can be avoided if referena is made to the parrnt compound benxohmuane, so that the 
system (4 B) is defined aa, e.g. (l-oxo-Schloro-benfkazan, 3-oxc6chloro-bfuraz.anA and the 
rearrangement can then be described as the l-ox* to the 3-oxo-x-substituted bcnzofurazan. 
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compare these results with the available spectra, dipole moment and other data. 
It was assumed that in equilibrium the n&, population ratio could be measured 

by the difference in the formation enthalpies of the two isomers, 

6AH = AH,, - AHa (1) 

which implies that the entropy terms of the free energy of formation were nearly the 
same for both isomers. 

The task of evaluating each of the AZZ terms is beyond the methods presently avail- 
able. However, in this case A and B differ only in the position of the N-oxide group, 
and therefore the energy contribution of the core oelectrons should be nearly the 
same for both isomers. Within the limits of this assumption, Eq. (1) can be directly 
related to the difference in the total x-electron energy, defined as: 

AES = En, - E,a = 1 ((Zi, - Zia) + (siA - &LB)} (2) 

with 1 II,, energy due to potential field of assumed core and 1 siA x-orbital energy 

including interelectronic repulsion, where q,, is the ith eigenvahre, Ii, = (t,biA,)H($J 
of the isomer A, and likewise for the isomer B, the i summation being carried out over 
the MO’s occupied in the ground state. 

The assumptions made in relating AE, to 6AZf are considered as acceptable for 
derivatives where the position, nature and dimensions of the substituents do not 
change greatly. Consequently, this work was restricted to benzofuroxan (BFX) and 
its chloro-, amino-, hydroxy- and methoxy-5-substituted derivatives. 

RESULTS 

The Pariser-Parr-Pople (P.P.P.) approximation of the ASMO method was used 
in the manner discussed previously.s The adopted geometry is shown in Fig. 1, and 
the details of its derivation are given in the appendix, together with other details 
which are relevant to the present case. 

fY& ;p-g!q ;+a;js 
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Ra. 1 Bond lengths a, bond angles b and molecular core c, for benzofuroxan. The X substitu- 
ent is OH, OMe, NH, and Cl. The other bond lengths are: C-H, 1.05; O-H, 104; N-H, 
1.02; C-O, 1.36; C-N, 1.42; C-Cl, 1.72 k The bond to each substituent atom bisects the 
external angle. The numbering shown in b is the one conventional for benzofurazan, and the 

numbering shown in c is that here used for the atomic orbitals. 

The results obtained for the AE, are listed in Table 1. They show that 3-0x0-5- 
substituted benzofurazan (B) always gives a larger x-energy gain than the correspond- 
ing 1-oxo-isomer (A). These results disagree with the observations reported on the 
methoxy- and chloroderivatives, where the isomer A is favoured and the equilibrium 
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TABLE 1. AE. VALUB~ OF LWMERIC m BBNUIFURAZW-N- 

oxma (eV) 

Isomer OBFX MOBFX ABFX CIBFX 

-Es (4 116.45 177Ql 76564 755.37 
-g.(B) 777.14 778.36 766% 75655 
A& 1.29 1.29 1.22 1.18 

constants are K(A/B) = 2.2 and 1.5, respectively.’ Moreover isomer A is the stable 
form of Cl-BFX present in the solid, as has been established by X-ray diffraction on the 
crystal.(j 

These incorrect predictions are in line with the disagreement between the calculated 
total dipole moments of BFX and Cl-BFX, 3.25 and 2.95 D, and the observed values 
5.29 and 390 D, respectively.’ The reasons for this apparent failure of our calculations 
in the predictions of ground state properties are discussed later. 

The calculated x + rt* electronic transitions (Table 2) do not show an appreciable 
dependence on the position of the substituent relative to the N-oxide group: the 

TABLE 2. CALCULATED n -II* TRANSITION EN~GIBS OF B~NzoPURAW N-N-OXIDE3 

WW, eV 

BFX Cl-BFX OH-BFX MeO-BFX NH,-BFX 

A B A B A B A B 

4GO 3.92 390 405 4-00 406 491 3.80 3.75 
5.30 5.17 5.12 5-23 5.16 5.24 5.17 5.03 4.95 

lowest transition energy of isomer A is nearly 005 eV higher than that of B. Our pre- 
dictions indicate therefore that the observed spectra should not be affected by the 
position of the A it B equilibrium. 

The spectral data are recorded in Table 3. All compounds have their lowest energy 
absorption band of rather high intensity, and very sensitive to the nature of the sol- 
vent: it is in general displaced to lower wavelengths in hydroxylic solvents, and 

TABIJ 3. UV ABSORPTION SPECIRUM OF 5-X-suv B~NZ~X~JRA~N-N~XID~ 

X 

CT 

H 

350 (7650) 

cl 

356 (6800) 

OMe NH, NMe, 
- 

367 (41 0) 400 (2000) -450 (6300) 

n + n* -293 (1800) - 300 (2450) -295 (4100) - 300 (4000) 310(10700) 
- 305 (2400) 314 (3600) 306 (6200) 315 (7900) 325 (12000) 
- 320 (3450) 329 (4800) 320 (6200) 330 (8Ow) 340( 9300) 

centre, eV 4.06 394 4.05 3.93 3.81 

’ Tabulated values give the 1, ( m ); measured in water, with tbe molar extinction in parenthesis. 
Data for amino- and dimethyl-amiooderivatives refer to neutral speciea in aqueous solution and are 
taken from ref. [4]. The other data are unpublished results kindly ma& available to us by Dr. A. J. Boultoo 
of East Anglia University, Norwich U.K. 
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similarly affected by polar solvents such as dioxan. This behaviour rules out a 1~ + n* 
assignment for the transition from which this band originates. The second band is 
only slightly affected by the change of solvent and shows, as a rule, a vibrational 
structure with three main components, resulting in a band-width of about 04 eV. 
We have assigned this absorption to a x + x* transition approximately located at the 
centre of the band and compared it to our calculated transitions. The agreement is 
satisfactory and in line with that found in other case~.~ 

The first absorption band originates, in our view, from an internal charge transfer 
transition of the type discussed8 possibly overlapped by an n + x* transition. This 
assignment is based on the intensity and shape of the band, and on its behaviour in 
different solvents. An approximate prediction of this C.T. band was based on the 
method developed by Nagakura and applied to the following model. Benzofuroxan 
can be described as a charge transfer complex built up from a benzofurazan cation 
BFZ+, (10 n-electrons, JlgFz+) associated with a O- anion, (2 n-electrons, $o-), with 
the adjacent atoms in the valence state N+ (tr tr tr X, V,) and O- (ti f? tr I?, V,). 
When their interaction at the equilibrium bonding distance is considered as purely 
electrostatic the wave-function of the complex is &, _ .lclgFz +. 

Afier formation of the o-bond by the joining of the trigonal orbitals a charge 
neutralization takes place and the wave-function of this electronic configuration is 

written $0. JllSFZI with O(tr’ fr2 fro x2, V,) in order to ensure that the nelectrons on 
oxygen negligibly interact with those on BFZ The charge-transfer structure then 
develops through the ionization O(tr’ tr2 fro it’, VI) -P e + O+(tr’ tr2 fro n, VI), and 
the lc-electron interaction reaches its balance with the sharing of a n-electron pair 
between the orbitals of adjacent donor and acceptor. The wave-function of the struc- 
ture derived From the ionization is tie+ *tiBFZ_, with BFZ- formed by the transfer of 
one x-electron from oxygen to the lowest antibonding orbital of BFZ. 

The ground state of our system is approximated with the no-interaction n- 
configuration 

J/G ‘v h*1//BFZ1 (3) 

and, accordingly, the locally excited configuration, identified as the lowest excited 
state of the non-interacting donor-acceptor n-system, is assumed 

+E = $o~ik (4) 

where $,,E is the eigenfunction of the lowest excited state of BFZ. The charge-transfer 
configuration is 

* CT = a%+*kz- + (1 - a)* k-*Jle~+. (5) 

The evaluation of the matrix terms corresponding to (3), (4) and (5) is discussed in the 
appendix. The calculated transitions, shown in Table 4 show a very satisfactory 

Tm1a4.C AWULATED AND onsmvm IHIBRNAL CHARQB-TRANsFmt 

TMW~ONS OF LUMOPIJRA~N-N~~E¶ @nt), eV 

BFX Cl-BFX McO-BFX NH,-BFX 

CdC. 3.53 3.51 3,44 305 
Obs. 3.54 3.48 3.38 3.10 
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agreement with the maxima of the observed bands. We believe therefore that our 
assignment for the spectra of benzofuroxans is fairly well substantiated by the calcu- 
lations which we have carried out, 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The description of the structure of benzokazan-N-oxide as a charge-transfer ion 
pair (or electron donor-acceptor) complex BZF+ -O- has led to the correct predic- 
tion of the two lowest transitions and to the assignment of the corresponding bands 
as CT. and x + R*. 

It is also significant that the charge-transfer calculation correlates the N-oxide 
electronic transitions with those of the parent benzofurazan obtained from inde- 
pendent P.P.P. calculation. Its lowest calculated transition, 4.12 eV, compares almost 
exactly with the observed absorption maximum (4.17 eV in cycle-hexane and 4.12 eV 
in water4). 

The effect of the -OR, -NH, and -Cl substituents on the spectrum of the N- 
oxide is also correctly evaluated and its correlation with the spectrum of the corres- 
pondingly substituted benzofurazans is maintained. 

This success of the spectral predictions is not matched by the calculated ground state 
energy differences, which give the wrong indication about the more stable isomers. 

We shall consider two possible explanations for this disagreement. One is that our 
calculations deal with isolated molecules, whereas the equilibrium was studied with 
concentrated or saturated solutions in acetone. The effects of solvation and the solute- 
solute (dipole-dipole) interactions occurring with such polar molecules as benzo- 
furoxans certainly affect the energy levels of the molecules’ and might prevail on the 
contribution of the x-electron energy difference in stabilizing the different structures. 

It is however equally possible that the present method is inadequate to deal with the 
ground state properties of these highly polarimble molecules This view is supported 
by a brief analysis of the dipole moment components of BFX and Cl-BFX (isomer A) 
collected in Table 5. Chlorine substitution gives rise to a large increase in ~1. and a 
corresponding large decrease in p_, and their combination results in a 10% decrease 
of the total dipole moment. This is much less than the decrease actually observed which 
is over 25 %, i.e. 2.5 times larger. In these calculations the x-electrons were considered 
as moving in a o-core, where the electron population of the non-bonding and u- 
bonding orbitals is fmed and equated to the atomic valence state population. As a 

BFX Cl-BFX 

K lQ2 (13w 2.45 (155O) 

Pu 2.41 (170”) 095 Wl”) 
Ic, 325 (159”) 295 (172”) 
ObSXVCd 5.29 390 

o Angles rcfa to x-axis as in Fig. 1; charge convention is 
(-)~(+).VaIuainthc2ndcohmmrcfatotbeAisoma. 
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first consequence the penetration integrals were evaluated over an incorrect core- 
electron distribution and this strongly affected the a-core integrals. A measure of this 
influence is given by the k component of BFX, which rises to 2.25 D (139”) when the 
a’s do nor include the penetration integrals. These integrals, however, are the only 
fraction of o-x electronic interaction which can be included in the present approach 

The method for studying molecules of this kind, with groups as polar as the N-oxide, 
must therefore be improved to account for the mutual o-x polarization.* 
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APPENDIX 

1. The geometry ofthe molecules. The molecular structure of Cl-BFX, is the only one described6 for the 
molecules here considered. This work was mainly intended to establish which isomer was present in the 
crystal and the bond lengths were regarded by the Authors themselves as rather inaccurate. Related 
molecules the structure of which had ken studied are BFZ’O and benxotrifuroxane.*’ A fmt trial of 
several averaged geometries indicated that significantly different charge distributions and spectral pre- 
dictions were obtained without any evidence for a choice between them. The final criterion was to adopt 
for each bond type a relationship between bond order and bond length and modi@ the model geometry 
in such a way as to minimixe the ditrerencc between the calculated and adopted bond lengths. The relation- 
ships used were the following (bond length d in & versus x-bond order p) : 

C-C: d = 1.511-0175 p 

C-N : d = 1.478-0.208 p 

N-O: d = 1.430-023Op 

Dewar (12) 

Miller (13) 

The last one is the linear equation obtained by taking for the pure singk bond d = 1.43, p = 0 and for 
the pure double bond d = 120, p = la.‘* 

The experimental molecular structure lo was used for the calculations on BFZ. 
2 Valence state energies and ypp integrals. The pertinent I+‘, data were the same as those used in the 

previous paper’ or were calculated from the promotion energies given by Hinz and Ja5e.i’ The pro- 
motion energy Cl(s3ps, ‘P) -+ Cl(tr’ t# tr x2, V,), which is not included in their paper, was calculated as a 
linear combination of the ‘P and ‘S spectroscopic term energies When the energy of the state of the bee 
atom is taken as xero, i.e. E(J3,J = 0, E(‘P) = M36 and E@) = 1@761 eV,*’ then 

E, = f [2E(‘P) + E(‘s)] = 3.611 eV 

The ypp integrals were not calculated as in the previous paper’ because the formula adopted does not 
apply to chlorine. The valence state electron a5ities A, were therefore calculated from the promotion 
energies and the yp, obtained according to the relationship yip = - Wp - A, The calculated quantities 
are : 

atoms C N-7(1 1) N-9 o-8(1 1) G-10 Cl 

-w, 11.16 2872 14.12 3412 17.70 2667 

4, 003 11.96 1.78 15.30 247 13.73 

3. The core integrals. The evaluation of tbe o?’ integrals was carried out as before.’ The rquired yp, 
integrals were calculated by the procedure described there as PP. and the penetration integrals were 
included. The (C : Cl Cl) integral was taken from a tabulation by Guerillot et al.” made available to us by 
the authors With Z, = 6.45, Z, = 290 and, R = 1.72 A, it is p = 5.85, T = -@PM; graphic interpolation 
of their tables gave 

-(q:pp) = 00113.Z~.u. = 1.983eV 

The (Cl:CC) integral was calculated as before as a combination of nuclear attraction and electron 
repulsion integrals. These latter integrals were calculated using the charged spheres approximation.” 
The 3p orbital spheres diameter was determined by multiplying Rs, for the squared ratio of the quantum 
numbers (3/2),s and therefore 

Rx, = (1@343/Z,,,X A 

Taking Z,,, = 5.75 the 3pn spheres diameter is 1.799A. The diameters of the trigonal orbital tr, along the 
C-Cl bond, 

tr, = (2 x 192/15x)‘[f + ($)*costJ]r’exp(-192r) 

were obtained by imposing the condition ( tr, I= 13~. 1 when 6 = 0 and = x. Solving the corresponding 
quations it was found that R’ = 1.854 and R”= 1498A. The associated charges were obtained from the 
condition of equal charge density on the two spheres. or 

q’ = Rt3/(R’” + Rn3) and 4” Q 1 - q’ 

which gave q’ = Q655, qa = 0.345. 
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The evaluation of the repulsion integrals involving the 3px and h, orbitals followed the simple electrostatic 
model” and the final value of the (Cl : CC) penetration integral was calculated as 062 eV. 

The r integrals were approximated 

The overlap integrals were calculated from the usual development in terms of A, and B, functions. 
4. E@nt&es and elgenfunctions. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors were obtained through a SCF program 

developed in the Quantum Chemistry Laboratory at the Illinois Institute of Technology and kindly made 
availabk to us. The self-consistency was lo-’ in the eigenvectors. They are not given here in order to avoid 
printing numerical data which can be reproduced by any computer by using suitable programs and the 
numerical data reported in this appendix. 

5. Matrix elements and eigenualues 4 charge-tran@er transitions. Diagonal matrix elements from the 
wave-functions Eq. (3), (4) and (5) were evaluated with reference to H, = 0. The H, term is therefore 
identified with the lowest II + ti transition of BFZ or of the 5-substituted X-BFZ. The integral H,,, is 
compounded from the ionization potential of benxofunuan, the electron affinity of oxygen in its appropriate 
valence state, and the electrostatic interaction between the two ions : 

H -I cr.cr - XBFZ - Ao + &dNYON 

where q. and 9,,, are the net charges on the atoms of the N-oxide group of the corresponding X-BFX. The 
fast term estimates the contribution coming from the ckctronegativity differences between oxygen and 
benxofuraxan. 

In evaluating the offdiaganol terms involving & we considered 1(1 - aI a measure of the charge 
transferred on oxygen in the ground state of X-BFX. Putting I(1 - a)] 2 (9o1 we have 

f&.,=(1 - 19oI)‘(tio. h.rzlHI +o+ .hwz-> +(19lP(tio. %wzlH(*o-. b&z+) 

Here the tirst integral involves nearly orthogonal functions and has been neglected. The second contains 
functions which differ in their core population and has been approximated by the product of the overlap 
between the adjacent orbitak times the average of two-centte one-electron and two-electron terms, neglect- 
ing the Z.D.O. integrals (zero differential overlap) : 

H,,, = ()90])‘Suo[-(O:NN) - (N:OO) + Yno] 

The evaluation of the integral 

H x.cr = (1 - )90()‘<+o. J&lffI $o+. h.~z-) + +?o()‘<k. Jls~zlHl A,-. k.j~z+h 

where now the second term is considered as negligible, is carried out along the same lines. The one-electron 
hvoccntte integrals are the same, but the two-electron two-centre contribution reduces to Z.D.O. integrals 
which are neglected. Therefore 

H,., 5 (1 - ]90p’2S&,[-(O:NN) - (N:OO)]. 

The numerical values which do not change with substitution are Sue = @153; yt.,,-, = 9.83, (0 : NN) = 356, 
(N : 00) = 1.48 ; A,, = 2.47 eV. The other data required depend on the nature of the substituent and are, 
besides 9. and qlh the H,, and the ionization potentials. These are unknown and represent the most 
arbitrary choice: the same value 850 eV was used for all compounds, and it should be considered as an 
adjustable parameter in the calculations. The Hm of BFZ is the calculated value; those of MeO and NH,- 
BFi! were identified with the respective lowest absorption band* and that of Cl-BFZ whose spectrum is 
not known assumed to be the same as BFZ. 
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The relevant data are given here together with tk calculated eigenvaluea e,: 
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X : H Me0 NH2 cl 

qN : +0606 +OfiCO +Q591 +@589 
q. : -6428 -@442 -CM61 -0446 
H EB : 412 340 3.10 (4.12) 
e1 : -Me -007 -007 -007 
62 : 3.47 3.39 2.98 344 
63 : 420 4.00 3.54 4.18 


